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Based in Austin, SFC (Sustainable Food Center) is an equity and
sustainability focused nonprofit that serves to bridge the gap from
“seed to table” by hosting their weekly farmer’s markets, offering

fresh, local produce to diverse, urban consumers.
 

SFC’s mission is to transform the food system to nourish our
health, land, and livelihood. The SFC Farmers’ Markets support

this mission by connecting local food producers and artisans
directly to local individuals and families.

MEET SFC
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OUR GOALS

Increase Instagram
engagement and create a  best

practices social media
handbook 

Develop a brand awareness
strategy using effective

marketing channels and KPI
measures to track progress



RESEARCH
REVIEW



Research Methodology

Our team
conducted two

surveys based on
the given objectives

Survey on SFC farmers'
market customers
preferences & their

discovery of SFC;  133
Responses

Survey on SFC
farmers' market

social media
followers on their
media habits; 20

Responses



KEY RESEARCH
TAKEAWAYS



Brand
Awareness
Takeaways

Driving/walking by is the most common discovery

channel

Traditional print ads and radio are not effective

Social Media discovery is low

Market attendance by first time/once a month

consumers is high; ~39%



Customers who are active on social media(>1 hr)
use Instagram
Majority of SFC farmer's market customers are
not very active on social media
Small portion of customers are on platforms
with print Ads

 

Consumer Habits &
Preferences

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

SV is more of a grocery destination than
Downtown
Downtown is more of a social hangout space
than SV(17% vs. 6%)

 



Content Takeaway

Social Media Habits
SFC's followers mainly follow to see new event updates &

opportunities
 

Variety of vendor
spotlights

What's their story?
List of vendors for the
week and what's available
Market updates
Less preferred: giveaways
& recipes

Reels

Educational content
Vlogs & behind the scenes

Harvesting content from
vendors
Staff testimonies 

Aesthetic cooking/food
content

With market goods

82% follow a
food/lifestyle account
Feed aesthetics
Recipes



Summary



OVERALL TRENDS
Current traditional marketing channels do not appear
effective
Most brand awareness is occurring through proximity
Sunset Valley has a more grocery and family oriented
demographic
Downtown has a higher proportion of novelty
purchase
Customers largely do not use social media
Active social media users use Instagram
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 RECOMMENDATIONS



Recommendations:

01

02

03

Strategy

Focus on in-person brand
awareness during the market
times

Social media handbook & best
practices to follow

Implement KPI tracking on
traditional advertising channels 



Increase sfc signage so customers are
automatically more aware of where
they are

Big signage at the front entrance
When hosting events, have
personalized SFC signage and logos
on things

Ex. balloons with SFC’s name
Create a map of vendor locations
Promote social media at Info booth

In-Person Brand
Awareness



There is a high amount of new foot traffic, goal should be
about retaining it - similarly found in 2019 survey.

Boost in person brand awareness and reinforcement,
would also help with brand recognition and getting more
vendors in the future. 
Would also make people who are coming by more likely to
come back.

Reasoning



Print Ads
Vanity URLS, QR codes & phone
numbers
Implement A/B testing for each
magazine/paper ad to track ROIs and
responses from each source

Radio
Very difficult to track ROI, should
consider discontinuing
"Code words" for info booth

Brand awareness does not seem to be
occuring through traditional advertsing
Discontinue if ROIs are not occuring

KPI Tracking for
Traditional Ads



A large portion of SFC's marketing budget is spent on
traditional advertising methods with print Ads and radio

Brand awareness is not occurring through these channels
Traditional advertising platforms are not popular amongst
current customers demographic

Implement KPIs to determine which channels traditional Ads
should continue on

Reasoning



Social Media
Guide 

General tips
Speak the customers’ Language

Keep first lines of captions short +
conversational
Include hooks + call to actions

Incorporate trends into stories
Diversify content

“What’s in Season” story highlights
“Walking through the Market” reels
"Guess the Vendor" Series



Instagram

Educational Content: VV
Highlights

Vendor stories
Favorite visitor
memories

Vlogs/Behind the Scenes
Vendor harvesting
content
Staff testimonies

Misc.
Weekly snapshot flyers:
List of vendors and
availability

Content Ideas



Instagram

Collaborate with
local food/lifestyle
accounts
Opportunity to
expand social media
reach
Drive discovery by a
new audience

Content idea:



Website
Update vendor list to be
more comprehensive 



Additional Recommendations

Option #1:
Annual membership fee for loyal
customers
Offer exclusive perks

Merch & exclusive parking
Option #2

Point system with rewards cards
 

Loyalty Card Sustainability & WIC/SNAP
Info Display

Outline impact and benefits
Place next to booths at markets
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THANK YOU!



Platform usage:

APPENDIX
Customer reasons going to SFC: Priority Ranking:

Brand Awareness:

*Traditional advertising channels rank
lowest on brand awareness

*Traditional advertising channels are  used the least by
current customers



VENDOR SPOTLIGHTS

Dedicated post for vendors
Combined with posting schedule (i.e. feature post on say
Wed, and then feature stories on Saturday) has the
opportunity to increase customer awareness of
vendors/vendor sales and encourage foot traffic to SFC
on Saturday
Vendor Feature should include at least 1 post, preceding
market day, and then a series of stories (around 5-10)
featuring the vendor and their products day of the
market. Stories can include pictures and boomerangs of
produce or vendor team, and can also include vendor
interview clips.



VENDOR SPOTLIGHTS
Collaborative post with the vendor if they have
Instagram. The post should feature the vendor
(person and booth/product) in the first slide, and
then a map with the vendor’s booth location at their
market, the rest of the pictures can be of their
products, team members, etc...
A caption should prompt action, either visiting the
market, checking out the vendor page, or SFC's
website, etc.

Caption Example:
“Meet @animalfarmtx! Tabling at SFC Farmer’s Market since ____, @animalfarmtx
provides a wide range of leafy greens from peppery Arugula to fresh flowers! Come out
Saturday, Nov 15th to the Downtown market and fill your table with their certified
organic greens!!”



LOYALTY PROGRAM

Loyalty program
option #1:

Annual membership fee for loyal customers
Offer exclusive perks
Free merch
Exclusive parking access

option #2
Point based loyalty reward cards
“For every dollar you spend, you earn ___ points. After ___ visits, you can
redeem your points for $____ off any purchase!”
Points can be earned for signing up for newsletter emails, following SFC
on social media, referring a friend, etc...

"81% of millennials claim participating in a rewards program motivates them to buy
more,” “86% are likely to recommend the company to friends and family” - KPMG

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/11/customer-loyalty-survey.html

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/11/customer-loyalty-survey.html


CONTENT CREATION
Diversifying content is important for followers to stay engaged. Additionally,
followers want to see "Behind the Scenes" operations from SFC(75%)

Create stories: show the experience of what it is like at the farmer’s market and why it is a great
way to use your Saturday morning/ afternoon

Focus on storytelling: people remember how a brand makes them feel, not the information

Create More Video Content focused on “Community” and Experience



CONTENT CREATION IDEAS
“Full Day in Austin” with visiting SFC as a stop in the day
Day in the Life of an SFC Farmers’ Market employee
Favorite things to make with XX ingredient 

Can be sourced from vendors
Day selling at SFC Farmer’s Market

Sourced from vendors

Promote social media at SFC Information Tent
Ask vendors to promote (will be more inclined to do so when they are a part of it)
WOM from visitors (more inclined when crowdsourced from them)
Repost on their Instagram stories

Content Ideas

*Always end with promoting the Market address
*Use sounds that are whimsical or evoke feelings of nostalgia
*Include visitors of all ages (grandparents and children especially will evoke emotions)
*First 3 seconds are the most important

Promotion


